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Using Stencils, Mishima, and Underglazes for Surfaces that POP!
by Rachel Donner
The key to making good sets is to make them work well together both visually and functionally. With careful planning, 
carrying motifs throughout an entire set can really separate the good from the bad. In this article, Rachel Donner shows 
how to use colorful underglazes, stencils, and mishima to make a cup and saucer set go together like a happy marriage.

Using Underglazes for Slip Trailing and Appliqué Techniques
by Anderson Turner
Laura Kukkee creates her decoration with underglazes on newspaper then transfers it to a freshly rolled clay slab. She 
builds up layers of differenct colored slips and underglaze decoration on newsprint to create a very thin slab. Then she 
cuts the slab into pieces and uses an appliqué technique to apply the decorated pieces to pots. She also demonstrates 
silk screened and inlaid appliqué.

How to Make Homemade Underglazes
by Holly Goring
Whether you want to make your own underglazes or use commercially prepared underglazes, this article will provide a 
valuable understanding of what underglazes are made of and how they behave. Regardless of which way you want to go 
with underglazes, knowing how they are made will help you know how to use them more effectively—and that means 
better chances for success in the studio.

9 Artists Using Colorful Underglazes
by David Gamble
There are endless ways to use underglazes. Just take a look at the effects Jim Kemp gets by spraying vivid colors on 
his teapots or how David Gamble expertly obtains a sketchbook feel with thinned out underglaze washes. Debra Fritts 
applies layers of underglazes and removes them to achieve her stunning patinas and Rimas VisGardas maximizes the 
underglaze’s ability to provide bold illustrations. These artists and five more explore many possibilities you can delve into 
to add life and vibrancy to your work.

Underglaze as Overglaze
by Courtney Murphy
Despite what the name implies, Courtney Murphy discovered that underglazes don’t just have to go under a glaze. 
After running extensive tests, she figured out that some of her underglazes worked in an overglaze technique similar to 
majolica. In this article she shares her process from beginning to end.

Underglaze Users Guide
How to Use Ceramic Underglazes  
to Add Color and Graphic Interest in Your Pottery Projects
Underglazes are basically clay-based materials with ceramic stains and metallic oxides added to create a full spectrum of color 
in your work. They’re the fastest, easiest, and most dependable way for you to add pizzazz to your pottery or sculptures for 
just an accent or an entire surface treatment. Like many other art materials, underglazes come in a wide variety of forms—liq-
uid, dry, chalks, pens, and pencils—so no matter what your background, a ceramic surface awaits your colorful treatment.
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Apply the stencils and make sure they’re 
secure by patting them down with a 
damp sponge or your fingers. 

Don’t forget to add decoration to the bot-
toms to create hidden details that surprise 
and engage users. 

Test various color combinations of glazes and underglazes.

Alternate which pieces you’re working 
on and which are drying between under-
glaze coats and decoration stages.

Soak the stencils until they’re saturated and ready for applica-
tion.
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Decorating: Color Choices
I make my color choices based on how materials interact 
with each other and what I envision my finished work to look 
like. I’ve done many underglaze and glaze combination tests 
to help in planning more elaborate palettes (1). Discovering 
what patterns work on various forms comes from a sense of 
playfulness and lots of experimentation.

To begin, decide on the division of space between the multi-
ple parts of the set. This includes the teacup handle, the knob, 
the bottom of the saucer, the lid, and the teacup body. Don’t 
neglect a surface simply because it’s not seen when the piece 
is sitting idle. The cohesion between all three pieces, and their 
parts, comes from a repetition of elements and not necessarily 
a duplication of pattern. Use a different yet relatable pattern 
for each component.

Paper Stencils
Paper stencils can be made from cheap printer paper. I use 
different sized circular paper punches purchased from the 
scrapbooking section at craft stores. For stripes, I use a pa-
per cutter or a ruler and cut different widths and lengths. 
You can cut out any shape you want, but sometimes ex-
tremely complex or large shapes can be difficult to wrap 
around the surface of a pot. 

When placing larger stencils onto round forms, you will 
have excess paper as the shape wraps around the pot. You 
can fold this excess into a V shape to get it out of the way, 
but this often distorts the shape of your stencil. Alternative-
ly, consider using multiple small stencils to create the whole 
blocked off area. 

by Rachel Donner

Using Stencils, Mishima, 
and Underglazes for 
Surfaces that POP!
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Once the underglaze is dry to the touch, 
trim away any excess that got onto the 
foot-ring while decorating.  

Create mishima inlay by filling the lines 
with underglaze. Remove any excess 
with a sponge, then touch up bare 
spots. 

Attach the handle to the teacup, coat 
it with wax, and add a correspond-
ing inlaid mishima pattern to its outer 
surface. 

The completed cup and saucer, showing 
the way the pattern on all three pieces 
is related yet distinct.

Coat all decorated surfaces in wax, then 
use an X-Acto blade to carve lines into 
the clay through the dry wax. 

Add an accent layer using a new color 
and continue to alternate among pieces 
for efficiency and cohesion in the set. 
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Background Layer
Wipe down each piece with a damp sponge to ensure the sur-
faces are smooth and clean. Drop your paper stencils into a 
dish of tepid water (2). They only need a small amount of time 
to become saturated—you’ll know this when the paper turns 
a darker tint than when it’s dry. Pluck a stencil from the water 
and pull it between two fingers to squeegee off excess water. 
Apply the stencil to the leather-hard surface of the teacup. The 
stencil can be repositioned before it starts to really stick to the 
clay. Put it in its final position and pat it down with a damp 
sponge (3), or your fingertip. Continue this process all over the 
surface until your design is in place. Take a look at each sten-
cil connection over difficult areas such as rims or deep curves 
to ensure that they’re flush against the clay. Press them back 
down with a damp sponge when necessary. 

Brush on a generous first coat of underglaze—I use AMA-
CO Velvet underglazes. Take care to brush in every direction, 
as the edges of the paper may cause you to miss spots oth-
erwise. Once the first coat has lost its shine, move on to the 
second and third coats. Three layers will provide an opaque 
background of underglaze. As these coats are drying, switch 
to applying stencils to the saucer or lid and begin adding their 
background color (4). 

Make sure that the underglaze has dried so it won’t smudge 
before peeling the stencils off using the tip of an X-Acto blade.  
Note: paper won’t always burn out if it’s encased in underglaze. 
Add decoration to the bottom of the saucer as well. Hidden 
details like this can set your work apart and surprise the people 
who use it (5).

Accent Layer
Accents of stripes or spots added in a different color help to 
add depth and variation to the surface. Apply more paper sten-
cils using the same method as on the background layer to add 
the accent layer (6). When placing the accents, it isn’t neces-
sary to worry about a visual imbalance as the final decoration 
layer of underglaze inlay or mishima can be used to tie the 
entire composition together. 

Mishima Layer
Before moving on, clean up each piece, including the teacup 
foot, to make the edges crisp (7). Next, apply wax resist, cover-
ing the outside of the lid, along with the entire top and inside of 
the foot ring of the saucer, and the teacup from foot to lip (still 
without a handle). When applying cold wax, use a generous 
amount and brush in all directions to get into the raised edges 
of the underglaze and create one consistent coat. 

After the wax dries, add mishima inlay patterns. Use an X-
Acto blade to incise thin line designs through the wax and into 
the clay (8). This is the final chance to create balance in the sur-
face decoration. After the lines are finished, brush underglaze 
into the lines (9). Use a sponge to gently wipe away all excess 
beads of underglaze that pooled on the surface of the wax. 

With both the teacup and the handle at the leather-hard 
stage, trace the outline of the handle’s connection points 
onto the cup. Score through the wax in those areas to ensure 
a strong attachment, apply slip to each part and attach the 
handle to the cup.
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by Anderson Turner

Laura Kukkee  
Demonstrates How to 

Use Underglazes 
For Slip Trailing and Silk Screening Appliqué

I
t is often taught that artists must 
strive to be wholly original. We 
must envision something great 
and new and then apply it to 

our art, thus astounding all who hap-
pen by the work we’ve made. This is 
a tall order to say the least. Many a 
great idea has fallen by the way side 
because the artist is unsure of how to 
execute the desired result. Often, it is 
the subtle change in a technique that 
can lead to impressive results. One 
example of that type of change is in 
the work of artist Laura Kukkee. 

Laura, a native of Toronto, 
Canada, did her undergraduate 
studies with Bruce Cochrane at The 
Sheridan School of Crafts and Design 
in Oakville, Ontario and developed 

this technique in the craft studios at 
Harbour Front Centre in Toronto. 
Utilizing slips and underglazes in the 
decoration of clay has been happen-
ing for thousands of years. From the 
Ancient Greeks and Chinese to the 
17th-century country English potter, 
the use of colored slip has been an 
important part of the decorative ar-
senal of nearly every clay artist. 

Laura is currently working with 
ideas surrounding the notion of a 
fragment. “This fragment is in the 
form of an image or a pattern which 
is divorced from its original mean-
ing. By pulling fragments outside 
of their traditional contexts and  
restructuring the way in which they 
are presented, meanings become 

Untitled, 23 in. (58 cm) in diameter, monoprinted (paint, slip trail, 
silk screen) slips on soft slabs, glazes, and sand then multifired.
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more elastic.” Her results in the re-
search are both exciting and new, and 
they offer a chance for individuality 
that every artist strives for.

Notes on Slip
Slip, as defined by Vince Pitelka in his 
book Clay: A Studio Handbook, is 
clay suspended in water, usually the 
consistency of thick cream. It may be 
colored and used to decorate surfac-
es, or may be cast into plaster molds 
to create ceramic forms. For her art-
work, Laura uses slip the consistency 
of a thick cream as well as a slip that is 
substantially thinner. Note: Commer-
cial underglazes can also be easily sub-
stituted for the slips. She uses differ-
ent proportions of water and a small 

amount of Darvan #7 to get the “flow” 
of the slip she desires. It’s a good idea 
to test all slips and underglazes before 
using them on your own work.

Slip Trailed Appliqué
What you’ll need: ball syringe, news-
print, spray bottle, and plaster slab 
(optional). Laura sets the plaster on 
two pieces of wood to keep slab well 
ventilated, thus discouraging mold. 
You will also need the colored slips or 
underglazes of your choice.

Wet a piece of newsprint using a  
spray bottle so that it is damp but  not 
soaked. Smooth the paper out onto the 
plaster slab, so you don’t get ridges—
smoothing helps the paper absorb wa-
ter (figure 1).

Slip Trailing Appliqué

21 3

54 6
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Remember, whatever color you 
use first is going to be the outline of 
the pattern you’re making. You’re 
building color and pattern from the 
top layer down with the background 
color applied last, which is the oppo-
site direction one normally works. 
For this demo, I’m using black slip, 
though I have often used other col-
ors. It’s a good idea to mix and sieve 
slip thoroughly beforehand to blend 
all the materials.

Dip the syringe in the slip and fill 
it (figure 2). To get the bulb flowing, 
try practicing on an extra sheet of pa-
per before beginning (figure 3). Slip 
trail pattern or image of your choice 
onto paper. Pick the paper up by the 
edges carefully and hold it up to light 

so you can see your pattern better 
(figure 4). Set the paper aside and al-
low slip to dry until the sheen goes 
away, then start laying color in and 
around the pattern (figure 5).

I like to apply bands of color to-
gether behind the pattern. Set aside 
the paper and let dry until sheen dis-
appears (figure 6).

Again, once sheen is gone, cover 
the colored slip with a white slip 
made of the same ingredients as your 
clay body, with roughly 3% Darvan 
#7 added to the mixture. Make sure 
the slip is really flowing. Set aside 
and allow to dry until the sheen goes 
away or you’re ready to use. I of-
ten apply up to four applications of 
white slip depending on how thick I 

87 9

1110 12
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want the slab to be. Usually though, 
one application is enough (figure 7).

Take the slip-trailed sheet and cover 
with paper, then smooth (figure 8). 
Flip the slab over, keeping the new 
sheet of paper in place. Spray the pa-
per with water until damp. Flatten the 
paper so that water spreads evenly 
(figure 9). Begin peeling the corner of 
the paper, being careful not to rip the 
clay sheet (figure 10). This will reveal 
the slip-trailed pattern (figure 11).

Take another piece of paper and 
place it over the pattern. Make sure 
to smooth it out, as this helps remove 

Recipes
Sheridan Studio  

Colored Slip
Cone 6-10

Kona F4 Feldspar .  .  .  .  .  .  24 .6 %
Pyrophyllite  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .    8 .2
Grolleg Kaolin  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  45 .8
Bentonite  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .    5 .1
Silica  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  16 .3
 100 .0%

Plus 15% stain of your choice .

Clay Body
Cone 6

G200 Feldspar .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  45 lb
Whiting .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .    4
Ferro Frit 3124  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  10
6 Tile Clay  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  50
Kentucky OM4 Ball Clay  .  25
Bentonite*  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .    3
EPK Kaolin  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  25
Silica  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  45

Plus 2 handfuls of Epsom salts
* soak bentonite overnight .

moisture (figure 12). Flip the slab 
over and remove the paper (figure 
13). Now you’re ready to cut shapes 
to apply to your pot, based upon 
your design (figure 14).

Remove excess clay from around 
the shapes (figure 15). Gently peel 
up one of your shapes. Brush slip 
onto the white side of the piece using 
the same white slip. Because of the 
Darvan #7, there is no need to score 
(figure 16). Gently press the piece 
onto the pot or sculpture you’ve 
made. The pot should be soft leather 
hard (figure 17).

13 14 15

16 17
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Inlaying Slip Appliqué
Begin this process in exactly the same way 
as the slip trailing. Brush the slips in a de-
sign covering the paper. In this example 
Rahill is using a large pattern and bold 
colors. Set the paper aside to dry (figure 1).

Once the gloss is gone, cover the design 
with the white slip made from your clay 

body with approximately 3% Darvan #7 
added to the mixture. Set aside (figure 2).

When the sheen has dissappeared from 
the white slip, carve shapes in the slip. Be 
careful not to cut through the newspaper 
(figure 3).

When you finish the pattern you should 
be able to see light  through the design. 

Inlaying Slip Appliqué

1 2

3 4
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Cover entire sheet with black slip. 
Set aside to dry. When the gloss is 
gone, cover entire piece with white 
slip (figure 4).

Smooth a sheet of newspaper over 
the slab, flip it over and carefully 
remove the paper from the pattern 
side, and spray with water, if neces-
sary, to keep from tearing the slab 
(figure 5).

Place fresh paper over the slab, 

smooth, and flip the slab again. Peel 
the paper off the back of the slab. 
The slab can now be cut into shapes 
for appliqué (figure 6).

Once the excess clay is removed 
from between the shapes, begin to 
gently peel up the cut out patterns 
(figure 7).

Paint white slip onto the white 
side of each piece and gently apply 
the shape to the pot (figure 8).

5 6

7 8
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Silk-Screening Slip Appliqué

21 3

54 6

Silk Screening Appliqué
Items you need: squeegee, spatula, metal 
rib, small pitcher, brushes, a pointed tool, 
and various colored slips. Prepare paper the 
same way as in the previous examples (fig-
ure 1). Position the silk screen on top of the 
prepared paper (figure 2). Pour a bead of 
black slip on the screen at one end only (fig-
ure 3). Squeegee slip across the screen with 
steady, even pressure (figure 4). Use a metal 
rib to remove excess slip from the silk screen 
(figure 5). Carefully remove the paper from 
the silk screen to avoid tearing the pattern 

(figure 6). After the pattern is screened onto 
the paper, let it dry until the gloss is gone 
(figure 7). Apply colored slip over the design 
and allow to dry (figure 8). After the slip 
loses its sheen, cover the entire sheet with 
white slip and set aside to dry (figure 9). Flip 
and add fresh newspaper. When this process 
is completed, begin to cut out the shapes 
(figure 10) Once the excess clay is removed, 
gently peel up the cut out shapes (figure 11). 
Paint white slip onto the white side of the 
shape and apply it to the pot (figure 12).
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1110 12

87 9

Three completed forms with 
applied slip decoration.
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Homemade Underglaze
by Holly Goring

The truth is, I was a nerdy ceramics undergradu-
ate student. I wanted to learn everything, right 
away—and I loved my glaze calc class. No, really, 

I did. I took a ridiculous amount of notes and then put 
them all in plastic sleeves in a binder. I’m sure I tested 
every recipe I could find or invent. After discovering 
commercial underglaze, I was sure I could make that too. 

Smooth, silky, perfectly opaque, commercial underglaze 
is that wonderful substance that coats and colors both gre-
enware and bisque ware with ease (I’ve even seen it work 
on mature cone 04 earthenware), and without flaws. And, 
in terms of color, what you see is what comes out of the 
kiln, no guessing, no hoping. They are dependable as well; 
covering  large areas quickly with smooth and consistent 
brush painting. They take light-colored, transparent or 
clear glaze very well without dissolving into the glaze dur-
ing the firing. Finally, commercial underglaze fires into a 

hard, unscratchable surface without pinholing or flaking 
from cone 04 all the way to cone 10.

Commercial Underglazes
Today, most commercial underglazes are formulated 
using frits, which reduce shrinkage, allowing them to 
be applied to both greenware and bisqueware. They 
are produced using a colloidal process. A colloid is a 
substance microscopically dispersed evenly throughout 
another substance (think mayonnaise or hand cream). 
Underglaze manufacturers use a chemical process that 
employs a high-shear mixing technology to create col-
loids. The substance created does not settle and cannot 
be separated out by ordinary filtering or centrifuging like 
those in a typical suspension. This allows for complete 
integration of all raw materials, including the colorant, 
during the base mixing stage.

Underglaze applied over red earthenware. White slip was applied to half of each test tile before bisque firing. This is 
noticeable in the white, orange, and red tiles where the application was thinner. See recipe on next page.
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After many firings and many eliminations, this recipe 
came very close to replicating commercial underglaze:

Pros and Cons
The results were good, very good—smooth, creamy, 
good adherence, versatile at all temperatures, a hard sur-
face, and an intense color. The substance worked well on 
both clay bodies and in all stages, but was best on bisque 
ware. Brushability was best with the Sta Flo. I found that 
too thick of an application caused flaking and pinhol-
ing. The lack of sieving and ball milling did the same. If 
mixed to the correct consistency, one coat was sufficient 
while two coats often was too much. The colors became 
muted when fired to cone 10 but still held up in hardness 
and adhesion. Only small batches could be mixed at a 
time due to the inclusion of the Sta Flo, which is organic 
and caused mold to grow in the bucket within a few 
days. The mold could be skimmed off but added un-
wanted lumps if it wasn’t all removed. And of course the 
amount of commercial stain to produce the rich colors 
similar to commercial underglazes was ultimately very 
expensive. In the end, mixing this homemade underglaze 
was a lot of work for a product the manufacturers do 
just a bit better, faster, and cheaper. However, if I want 
colors that aren’t available commercially, now I know 
how to make them. 

Developing the Recipe
Variations of underglaze recipes were available on the In-
ternet but not much could be found in textbooks, beyond 
iterations of slips (clay suspended in water, formulated to 
fit either to wet or dry greenware) and engobes (generally 
a lower clay content, most often fits greenware and bisque 
ware ). Few of these recipes encompassed all the charac-
teristics I was looking for—something similar to commer-
cial underglaze. Not too much to ask, right? 

I started by choosing a clay and a flux. I needed a fairly 
heavy clay content for adhesion to the clay body, and an 
equal amount of flux to lower the melting point of the sili-
ca, and to create a hard surface. My clay choices included: 
EPK kaolin, calcined kaolin, OM-4 ball clay, and talc, 
all fairly white firing as to not add to the color, and each 
contributing something different to the adhesion needed. 
My fluxes consisted of: Ferro frits 3124, 3134, and 3195, 
a good place to start in terms of readily available frits. 
Then in a radical move, I ignored all previous instruction 
and treated the colorant as one of the base ingredients. 
This allowed for full incorporation of the color with 
the other two ingredients during the mixing of the base 
recipe. I used commercial stains in order to get an opaque 
quality (I later tested variations with oxides that resulted 
in a somewhat transparent underglaze.)

I mixed 1000 gram batches in a thousand variations (or 
something close to that). I actually mixed three batches 
of each recipe to testing gums and suspenders, without 
which, any substance mixed from the above ingredients 
would settle to a rock-hard mess and be nearly impossible 
to brush onto any clay surface. I tested CMC gum (pow-
der, premixed into a liquid), premixed bentonite, and Sta 
Flo laundry starch (a tip from one of the internet recipes). 

Not having the ability to replicate the colliodal process, 
I sieved and ball milled each recipe in order to fully inte-
grate the raw materials into each other and to reduce the 
particle sizes as much as possible.

I tested each glaze on leather-hard, bone-dry, and 
bisqued earthenware and stoneware test tiles. I fired the 
earthenware tests to cone 04 and the stoneware tests to 
cone 6 and cone 10, all in an electric kiln. 

Holly’s Underglaze
Cone 04–10

Ferro Frit 3124  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  33 .3 %

EPK Kaolin  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  33 .4

Commercial Stain  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  33 .3
 100 .0 %

Sieve all materials with an 80 mesh sieve and then ball 
mill for at least 12 hours . Incorporate Sta Flo Laundry 
Starch until the mixture reaches a thin yogurt consis-
tency and sieve the entire mixture again .
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by David L. Gamble

C
ommercial underglazes 
are basically clay slips 
containing colorants, 
and they’re a great way 

to add color to your work using a 
variety of application methods. And 
since they’re formulated to have low 
drying shrinkage, they can be ap-
plied to bone-dry greenware or to 
bisque-fired surfaces. In addition 
to being able to change the surface 
color of your clay body, underglazes 
can also be used to change the tex-
ture of the body.

When used to add color to sur-
faces, underglazes have an advantage 
in that they are composed mostly of  
clay with very little flux, so they’ll 

stay put and won’t run, which makes 
them ideal for detailed decoration. 
While most underglazes were origi-
nally formulated for use at low-fire 
temperatures, most, maintain their 
color in the mid-range and some even 
as high as cone 9 or 10. 

Simple Application
Underglazes can be applied by brush-
ing, pouring, dipping, and spray-
ing—anything goes. Each application 
method has different requirements. If 
an underglaze is too thick for spray-
ing or using as a wash, just add water 
to thin it down. If it’s too thin for silk 
screening or monoprinting, leave the 
container exposed to air to evaporate 
some of the liquid.

Teapots, by Jim Kemp. Jim uses a low-fire red clay body and airbrushes under-
glazes onto the greenware. The last color he applies is black, which is sprayed 
across the piece to highlight the variations in heights of the surface decoration. 
The pieces are once fired to cone 02.

9 Artists Using Colorful 
Underglazes
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Underglazes work best with a clear 
overglaze, although other glazes of 
varying opacity and color may also 
be used. I’ve had success with whites 
and very light-colored glazes, but 
darker glazes seem to muddy or ab-
sorb the color of the underglaze. The 
overglaze can be anywhere from matt 
to glossy. You’ll find the clear deepens 
the value of the colors regardless of 
application method. If you’re sealing 
the surface of work that will come in 
contact with food, be sure to use a 
food-safe clear glaze that matches 
your underglaze’s and clay body’s fir-
ing range. 

Applying an overglaze can be 
tricky. If you’ve applied underglazes 
on bisque, you’ll find that they’ll 
smear when brushing on a clear over-
glaze because wet glaze moistens the 
underglaze. Use a fan brush and float 
the first coat on without going over 
the same area twice. Wait for the first 
coat to dry completely before brush-
ing on a second coat.

I’ve recently used underglazes to 
create a watercolor effect by thinning 
them down and painting them onto a 
semi-white glaze that is layered over 
another colored glaze underneath. 
The colored glaze (sometimes gloss, 
sometimes matt) melts through the 
white and gives it a richer off-white 
look. The clay body is a red terra cotta 
that can handle a number of multiple 
firings if needed. I’ve been creating 
pieces from my travel sketches to per-
manently document places I’ve trav-
eled to in a sketchbook-like manner. 

Testing the limits
Through their testing, clay artists 
have been very influential in the in-
creased use and relabeling of under-

3 Women Praying, by Debra Fritts. 
Debra sculpts in terra-cotta clay and 
bisque fires to cone 02. She then 
covers the piece with black stain and 
then underglazes are applied, wiped, 
scraped, and fired to cone 04. She 
continues with final additions and 
does a final firing at cone 05.

In this example from 
my Sketch Book 
Travels, series, I 
bisque fired a clay 
slab to cone 03 
then layered base 
glazes—3 coats 
of key lime with 
white, and 3 coats 
of low-fire white 
on top. The sketch 
is then executed 
with thinned out 
underglaze washes 
and fired to cone 04.
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glazes. When they successfully ex-
perimented with firing underglazes 
above the recommended cone 06 to 
a cone 5 with little or no change in 
color, manufacturers relabeled their 
products to reflect the change. The 
hobby industry also helped promote 
higher ranges by developing a line of 
cone 5 casting porcelain, meaning 
more potters were working at higher 
temperatures. Even though the ma-
jority of underglazes can survive a 
cone 5 firing, usually resulting in a 
more vitreous surface, always test 
before using them on your artwork. 

Through the years, my friends and 
I have done many tests, taking un-

derglazes to cone 10 in different at-
mospheres. Many of the underglazes 
change color and most become very 
vitreous, even glossy, without a clear 
glaze over top. I’ve even fired some 
underglazes at cone 11 and 12 with 
nice results. 

At the University of Indianapolis, 
Dee Schaad mixed some of the new 
bright red and yellow underglazes 
into a cone 10 clear glaze in a ratio 
of three parts clear to 1 part liquid 
underglaze. He then brushed the 
mixture on top of various cone 10 re-
duction glazes, including a tenmoku, 
with great results—the bright colors 
stayed bright. When potters told me 

Rimas VisGirda slab builds his plate forms 

from a terra cotta body. Following a pencil 

outline, he brushes on underglazes then ap-

plies wax to the entire surface. He redraws 

the figure and the outer border by scratch-

ing through the wax and into the clay sur-

face and then inlays liquid black underglaze 

into the scratched lines. After bisque firing 

to cone 05, he waxes the figure portion and 

outer edge again but leaves the background 

alone. After sketching in flowers with a pen-

cil, he applies underglazes to the flowers, 

leaves, and stems and further defines them 

with black underglaze. He applies wax over 

the flower stems and leaves then sponges 

blue underglaze onto the background. After 

firing to cone 5, he adds shading with an 

underglaze pencil then fire to cone 3.
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Paul Wandless paints underglazes on plas-

ter in reverse, painting the foreground first 

and the background last. He then pours a 

low-fire white slip on the plaster. This picks 

up the underglaze image and inlays it into 

the clay. After bisque firing to cone 02, he 

applies a thin clear glaze then glaze fires 

to cone 04.

Steve Howell uses a body made from half porcelain and half 

raku clay. After the initial bisque firing, he adds underglazes 

and bisque fires again. Because a higher bisque absorbs less 

smoke, he bisque fires cool colors to cone 06 and warm col-

ors to cone 04. After the bisque, he places the piece upside 

down in a 2×4-foot brick pit filled with sawdust layered with 

copper carbonate, salt, and bits of sticks and wood, then 

covered with a Kaowool blanket.

Tom Meunick uses white stoneware or porce-

lain then bisque fires to cone 06. He then uses 

underglaze pencils to draw on the surface. Af-

ter drawing, he atomizes it lightly with water 

then applies a glaze by dipping or spraying. 
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Scott Rench silk screens the images he creates on his com-

puter. Those images are screened onto the clay while they 

are still wet and can later be formed and shaped. After 

bisque firing to cone 04, Scott airbrushes a clear glaze and 

fires again to cone 04.

Ron Korczyski bisque 

fires a white low-fire 

clay to cone 04 then 

applies underglaze by 

brush on the bisque 

piece. He uses many 

underglaze colors in dif-

ferent size applicators that 

he can squirt out and draw 

line details and dots of color. The 

final piece is fired to cone 05.

that the new bright reds that fire to 
cone 10 blush out to white, it made 
me wonder if mixing them in a clear 
glaze would help protect them from 
the salt when salt firing. Experiment-
ing with all these colors allows you 
to find new and unexpected results 
when testing in, on, and under any-
thing you have on the glaze shelf.

One thing to remember, however, 
is that if you’re using underglazes 
at a higher temperature than rec-
ommended, things can change. One 
clay artist using a black underglaze 
at cone 10 noticed that the next pint 
she opened looked the same in the 
jar but had a very greenish cast when 
fired. The company told her they had 
to reformulate because of govern-
ment regulations and material avail-
ability and reformulated the color to 
fit their cone 06 to 5 suggested firing 
temperatures. The higher cone 10 
temperature was overlooked and not 
taken into consideration.
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by Courtney Murphy

Combining clean lines and spare but playful decoration gives Courtney Murphy’s work an inviting, slightly retro feel.

I’ve always been drawn to spare and simple forms, and 
much of my time is spent looking at textiles, artwork, and 
household items from the mid-20th century. I have a deep 
appreciation for simple, well-designed industrial objects, 
as well as children’s artwork and folk art—things that are 
less refined and show the hand of the maker. In my work, 
I attempt to seek a balance between these two interests. I 
strive for the clean lines and gracefulness, while my draw-
ings and color choices are more influenced by children’s 
artwork and folk art. The simplicity of the form creates a 
canvas for a more playful element in the drawing.

Making a Big Switch
For many years I worked with a white mid-fire clay. I used 
underglazes, drew incised lines, and created areas of color 
on a white background. I liked the work that I was mak-
ing, yet it didn’t really feel like me. It felt somewhat too 
clean and precise. 

During this time, I would often take classes and work-
shops focused on earthenware. It was fun to work on a 
larger scale, to work a little more loosely, coil building new 
forms and trying out new surface decoration techniques. 
I liked the option of working on a larger scale that earth-
enware provided, and often thought about switching over, 
but at the end of each class or workshop, I would always 
return to my white clay, where I felt more comfortable.

I spent the fall of 2009 assisting Jerilyn Virden at Pen-
land School of Crafts. Jerilyn creates beautiful double-
walled forms using earthenware. Living at Penland for two 
months, and working with earthenware every day provided 
me with the right incentive to change my clay body as well 
as my style of work. It was a bit of a bumpy transition, as 
I tried to learn a new palette of glazes and surface decora-
tions, but at the end of two months, I had a few pieces that 
seemed promising.

Underglaze as Overglaze
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That winter, I left for Montana to begin a two-year 
residency at the Archie Bray Foundation. Once I arrived, 
I immediately started testing slips and glazes. I really 
loved Posey Bacopoulos’ cone 04 satin majolica recipe. 
At Penland, we had been working with earthenware in 
the 02 to cone 2 range, and Posey’s glaze was beauti-
ful at cone 01—no longer satiny, it looked more like 
enamel. I’d originally envisioned using a satin glaze, but 
I liked the way my drawings fused into the surface of the 
glaze at a higher temperature.

Waste Not, Want Not
After all of those years working in white clay, I had a 
huge supply of underglazes. I didn’t want the jars to go 
to waste, so I started testing all of my colors over the ma-
jolica to see what would happen. A surprising number of 
the underglaze colors looked great, those that didn’t were 
very dry or bubbled. I put a big ‘X’ on those and boxed 
them up, so that I wouldn’t accidentally use them. The 
colors I use are mainly Amaco Velvet underglazes and 
Duncan underglazes. Testing is required as certain colors 

will work fine, but a similar shade won’t work. I often 
mix the colors that do work to create new shades.

After switching to earthenware, I started brushing two 
to three thin layers of a terra sigillata on the bottom of 
bone-dry work to enhance the color of the clay and cre-
ate a nicer feel on the bottom (figure 1). Once the sig has 
lost its sheen, I burnish it by wrapping a plastic grocery 
bag tightly around my thumb and rubbing the coated area 
(figure 2).

Glazing and Decorating
After the work has been bisqued to cone 04–05, I begin 
glazing. I don’t use wax, mainly because I’m pretty clumsy 
with it. Instead I scrape the excess glaze off with a rubber 
rib, then sponge the rest off, leaving about ¼ inch of the 
clay exposed on the bottom (figure 3). To cut down on 
drip marks, once the glaze has dried a little, I use a soft 
drywall screen to sand out the larger drip marks. I always 
wear a dust mask and sand while holding the piece away 
from myself and over a bucket of water to minimize dust 
(figure 4). 

3

Applying terra sigillata to the foot of a bowl. Burnishing the terra sigillata with a plastic grocery bag.

Cleaning glaze off of the bottom with a sponge. Using a drywall screen to sand out glaze drips.
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Because the glazing and decorating process takes a while, 
glazing is done in small batches. I using three different col-
ored versions of my base glaze: yellow, pale mint green, and 
white. I try to focus glazing with one color at a time, oth-
erwise it gets confusing, as all of the glazes look the same 
in the bucket. This helps me to avoid touching up a piece 
with the wrong color. 

When I first switched to majolica, I knew that I would 
miss the precision of the incised lines, but found that an 
18-gauge slip-trailing bottle creates a very nice, fine line 
(figure 5). A 16-gauge bottle will form a thicker line. I use 
this less often, but it is useful for drawing dots on pieces. 
I fill the bottle with underglaze and add water if needed 
to get a smooth flow. Before drawing on a pot, test that 
it’s flowing evenly on a piece of paper. Globs do happen 
occasionally, but they are easy to clean up if you let them 
dry then scrape them off of the surface using a metal rib 
(figure 6). After scraping, rub out that spot with a finger 
and redraw the line.

There is definitely a window of time when this process 
works best. I start drawing lines on top of the majolica about 
a half an hour after glazing. Line drawing comes fairly easily 
as long as the glaze doesn’t get too dry and powdery. Once it 
has reached this stage, the slip trailer does not flow as easily. 
Lightly misting the glazed piece with water sometimes helps, 
but it’s much better to decorate while the glaze still has some 
moisture in it.

When not in use, I plug the slip-trailing bottles with a sew-
ing pin (the type with a little bead on the end). This works re-
ally well, and it’s nice to have the pin available in case the tip 
gets clogged. It’s important to remember to keep the pin in the 
tip when the bottles aren’t in use, because they dry out easily.

The line drawings dry really quickly. Usually I’ll draw on 
five to six pots, then start coloring in my drawings (figure 7). 
For the painting stage, I find it easier to pour my underglazes 
into a plastic ice tray, preferably one with a lot of compart-
ments. The empty compartments are good for mixing under-
glaze colors together.

Using an 18-gauge slip trailer to draw lines on a bowl. Scraping off a mistake with a metal rib.

Painting with underglaze over majolica. Finished creamer and sugar with yellow majolica glaze. 

5 6

7 
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Drawing Inspiration
My drawings aren’t planned out beforehand; I tend to work more 
intuitively, looking at the space and seeing how I want to divide it 
up. I’ve spent the last two years trying to find the right balance be-
tween too little and too much decoration.

My drawings are mostly inspired by the idea of connection. I have 
moved a lot over the past several years and being in a residency situ-
ation involves a lot of people moving in and out of your life. Some 
of these connections have stayed very strong despite the distances. 
My drawings often occur in groupings of two to three similar ele-
ments, dotted lines sometimes connect these elements, creating lines 
of communication. 

I’m also intrigued by the new connections that are formed when a 
pot leaves my studio to become a part of somebody else’s life. I find 
this to be one of the most interesting aspects of being an object mak-
er. Using pots made by friends who are far away really does help me 
to feel connected to them. It’s a really nice part of being a potter. 

To see more of her work, visit her website at www.courtneymurphy.net or her 
Etsy store at www.courtneymurphy.etsy.com. 

Lidded jar, earthenware, majolica glaze, trailed and painted under-
glaze decoration, fired to cone 01.

Mel’s Fantastic Sig

1 Part Redart
2 Parts distilled water
Add: 0 .025% Darvan 7  
        ( .025% of the clay weight, not of  
        both the clay and water combined)

1 . Blunge Darvan into water .

2 . Slowly add clay to water and blunge for about  
3–5 minutes .

3 . Ball mill for 12–24 hours (no longer or shorter) .

4 . Pour into clear container, let sit for 12–18 
hours .

5 . Either siphon out middle layer, or just pour off 
the top 2 layers . The top layer of water should 
be minimal so its not usually worth siphoning . 

6 . Simmer gently on the stove, stirring constantly, 
until the mixture reduces itself to about 2/3 its 
original volume . If a skin forms on the surface 
while you’re simmering it, just mix it back in . Save 
all chunks of clay . 

7 . When the sig cools, use a brush to re-integrate 
all the chunks and the liquid sig . There should be 
a slight sheen on the surface and the material 
should brush smoothly onto bone-dry pots .

*Note: I realize this is a more elaborate sig recipe 
than others you might have seen . I’ve tried simpler 
recipes, but had a lot of problems with flaking or 
weird textures . Finally my friend Mel Griffin gave 
me this recipe and it’s worked really well .

PB Matte Majolica
Cone 05–01

Dolomite  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10 %
Ferro Frit 3124  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 65 
EPK Kaolin  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20
Silica   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   5
 100 %

Add: Zircopax  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10 %

*Note: Although this glaze was formulated to 
be a satin matte at cone 05, I have been firing it 
to cone 01 . To tint the glaze I add between 1–6 
percent Mason stain .


